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Martha Grace Duncan 

Ward Eleven 

PROLOGUE 

New York City, 2015 

It is now a broom closet, this place where I stand, so cramped that I press my 
arms tightly to my chest to avoid soiling my new silk blouse on the grimy 
walls. Entering the closet a few seconds ago, I stumbled on the vacuum 
cleaner, bruising my ankle, and now my feet squeeze themselves into a small 
spot between the vacuum and a dust mop whose cotton strands sprawl, 
unraveling, on the gray linoleum floor. 

The last time I stood here, many years ago, this closet was a telephone 
booth where student residents of the International House in New York 
received their outside calls, often from a parent, as I did on that April morning 
in 1968. Scampering down the corridor on the fourth floor, I had no way 
of knowing that the news I was about to receive would profoundly alter n1.y 
life, although not immediately-not that day or even that month but only 
over the course of decades. 

It was my mother on the phone. She was calling from north of Santa 
Barbara, on the road 'to Morro Bay, with my brother and sisters. "Daddy's 
dead, Martha," she said without preamble. "He killed himself."While she was 
talking, a loud noise erupted behind me. It grew louder and louder, becoming 
a cacophony, until I couldn't ignore it. Turning to face the corridor, I saw a 
fellow resident of the International House banging his fists on the glass. The 
ferocious noise made it impossible to hear my mother, so I said good-bye 
to her and exited the booth, leaving the impatient resident to make his call. 

Back in my room, I lay face down on the thin, brown and beige-striped 
bedspread. There was no question of my going to the memorial service, 
which was already planned for that afternoon. My family lacked the money 
for such a trip and, anyway, I wouldn't have been able to get there in time. 
After a while, I decided that I might as well walk up to Columbia and go 
to my class-·-a seminar required for first year Ph.D. students in the political 
science department. 
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The weather must have been warm for April, because I remember · 

wearing summery clothes: a hot-pink sleeveless blouse and a pink and 

white floral skirt-an outfit I would later condemn as a sign of my cold 

indifference or obliviousness to my father's death. 

It would be a year before I cried about his suicide, four years before 

I began, in therapy, to talk to someone about it. When I did begin to 

cry, I could not stop. It was as if I were fulfilling a prophecy quoted 

in Martha Wolfenstein's Death of a Parent and Death of a President. 

Describing what might happen if someone could not bear a loss, a 

nine-year-old boy forecast: 

They would cry and cry. They would cry for a month 

and not forget it. They could cry every night and dream 

about it, and the tears would roll down their eyes and they 

wouldn't know it. And they would be thinking about it 

and tears just running down their eyes at night while they 

were dreaming. 

So it was with me, both alone and in psychotherapy. I engaged in long 

bouts of paroxysmal sobbing that would not be comforted. At last, my 

therapist was prompted to say, "The solution is not in crying; you could 

cry forever." 

THROUGH THREE GATES 

Seventeen years after my therapist spoke those words, I embarked 

on a journey to find out what happened to my father. By "what 

happened," I mean not only his suicide but also why he declined so 

dramatically over the preceding decades. Seventeen years is a long 

time, but I couldn't have done it sooner, and I'm glad I didn't try. One 

reason is that, for many of those years, I didn't have a job. Rather than 

working, I stayed in school-always my refuge- and I lacked the time 

and money for such a project. It was only after I finished my Ph.D., 

earned a law degree, and became a tenured professor of law that I felt 

safe enough to look back. I began my search for clues in the place 
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that represented the nadir of his life: Atascadero, a state hospital for the 

criminally insane. 
* 

Atascadero: A muddy place or a location where 

carriages, cavalry, or people become mired. 

Diccionario de la Lengua Espaiiola 

Real Academia Espanola, Madrid (translation by author) 

As my mother turned off San Rafael Road and pulled into the driveway 

at Atascadero State Hospital, a wave of disappointment swept over me. I 

had imagined that my father's hospital would resemble the asylums I'd 

seen on T. V and in the movies-a romantic, palatial building like storied 

Bedlam, in England, or a Georgian structure with crumbling roofs and 

drooping balustrades, like Arkham, in the Batman series. 

Atascadero, in contrast, was nondescript and official looking; its grounds 

were brittle and brown, its L-shaped structure long, low, and salmon

colored. The only features that jolted me, signifying a punitive instead of a 

therapeutic purpose, were the ominous guard towers overlooking the yard 

and the fences surrounding the hospital: cyclone fences, three times my 

height, edged with barbed wire. 

My mother and I had driven one hundred and twenty miles north on 

Route 101 so I could see the place where 1ny father had been confined 

in 1964 and '65. It was rare to be allowed to tour a psychiatric hospital, 

especially one like Atascadero, which was exclusively for people charged 

with crimes. But after numerous phone calls and letters, I had obtained 

permission, and my mother and I had an appointment to meet with a 

psychiatric technician named Karen Swangler to talk about my father and 

tour the facility. 

Karen met us in the lobby with a friendly smile. A slender, attractive 

woman with brown hair and eyes, she was casually dressed in beige slacks 

and a cream-colored turtleneck. After shaking hands, she gestured toward 

a plastic-covered bench near the front door, suggesting we talk for a few 

1ninutes before beginning the tour. 
"I've been reading your father's records," she said. "We had to order 

them from Sacramento. And I had to laugh, because I've read so many files 

that weren't very interesting to me, and this one was." Smiling, she twirled 
her brown hair around her finger. 

"I've been looking forward to meeting you," she went on. "I told my 
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few patients walked past us, dressed in khaki coveralls with nametags. They 

moved strangely-as if they weren't in control of their bodies. 

"Can I help you, dear?" said one of the men. 

Put off by his familiar tone and leering gaze, I avoided eye contact 

while shaking my head and mumbling, "No." 

Karen had been walking in front of us, but now she stopped and looked 
back, scanning the hallway. "Where's your mother?" she asked sharply. 

Until then, Karen had exuded confidence, and I was surprised to see how 

quickly panic replaced her poise. 

We found my mother around a corner, not far away. Later, she told me 

she had hidden on purpose. "I didn't like the way those men were looking 

at us." 

Karen's panic reminded me that Atascadero was not an ordinary 

hospital. My family members all called it a prison, despite my repeated 

reminders that it was, technically, a psychiatric hospital. Once, when they 

were visiting, my father had whispered to my sister Laurie, "In Atascadero, 

if the man two seats down gets knifed, you can't flinch, or you '11 be next." 

"Could we see Ward Eleven, where my father's room was?" I asked. 

Looking surprised, Karen hesitated but then nodded and led us upstairs. 

Like the floor below, this floor, too, featured long corridors where a few 

patients shuffied aimlessly, dazed looks on their faces. At an empty room, 

Karen stopped for us to peer in. The space was about 11 by 7 feet, smaller 

than some prison cells I'd seen. The furnishings were basic and functional: 
a bed, a sink, a toilet, and a short cabinet. 

"Don't they have TV?" I asked. My father had loved watching 

Gunsmoke and Have Gun will Travel on Saturday nights. 
"N "o. 

"Radio?"W hile working in his workshop, my father had kept the radio 

on for company, listening to 1nusic, news, or Sunday morning sermons. 

Karen shook her head. 

As we continued down the wide corridor, Karen showed us the rooms 

designed for music therapy, arts and crafts, and graphic arts.All were empty. 

"A year and a half ago, a patient killed a staff member here," she explained, 
"so they've cut back on patient activities." 

I would have liked to see the cafeteria, which Karen said was a 

dangerous place at mealtime, and the movie room, where the patients had 

the option of watching films two nights a week. However, Karen said, ''I'm 

not authorized to show you more." She led us back to the first floor, where 
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me glad. Despite my father's low status as a mental patient, an authoritative 
figure had recognized his superior intelligence. So far, none of the file was 
written in that "1nerciless language of non-madness." 

While they appreciated my father's brilliance, friendliness, and concern 
for other patients, the psychiatrists and psychologist focused prin1arily on 
his mental illness. One psychiatrist makes note of his suspect language, such 
as the "forces in the community," the "plot" against him, and the efforts to 
"railroad" hin1 and get hin1 out of town. Describing in detail my father's 
persecutory delusions, they reach a degree of consensus about his diagnosis. 
For instance, one psychiatrist lists his illness as "paranoid reaction; paranoid 
state," while another says that he is "either a pure paranoid or, 1nore likely, a 
well systen1atized paranoid patient ... or a paranoid schizophrenic-more 
paranoid than schizophrenic." 

The only point on which the psychiatrists disagree-it is a big one, 
to be sure-is whether my father retains a potential for violence. This 
disagreement-between Dr. Wagner and Dr. Reimringer-is the reason 

they call in Dr. Rosenbaum, the psychiatry professor from Stanford, for his 
opinion. After 1neeting with n1y father for thirty 1ninutes, Dr. Rosenbaum 

writes that he cannot give a definitive answer. The patient, he says, has 
allegedly n1ade threats, and if the allegations are true, then "the possibility 
of violence would remain." 

The psychiatrists had not resolved their disparate views of his 
dangerousness when my father-taking advantage of the Community 
Mental Health Act, passed in 1963 as part of President Kennedy's New 
Frontier-obtained his release. As it turned out, the doctors who thought 
he might still be violent were right. Less than three years after getting out 
of Atascadero, my father killed himself. 

By the time my mother and I said goodbye to Karen and left the 
hospital, the sun had fallen below the horizon. Fog had rolled in, shrouding 
the building, the cyclone fences, and the two watchtowers. All the lights 
had lost their precision, spreading out into fuzzy halos. The facility that had 
appeared utilitarian and official when we arrived now seemed ghostly and 
mysterious. 

My 1nother and I got in the car. We drove in silence for a while, 
allowing my mother to concentrate on finding the way back to Route 
101. 
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It was unbearable to think of anyone crushing my father's optimism and 

playfulness. 

"I don't know," my mother said, sighing again. She didn't want to talk 

about it , but selfishly, I persevered: "Laurie thinks he wasn't the same" after 

getting out," I said, "that he was too passive." My mother, not answering, 

stared at the road. 

My father moved to Morro Bay after his release, so I didn't see him 
often. But I'd noticed that in his last letter to me, he didn't sound like 

himself. Usually, he was exuberant, confident, and full of projects, and in 

that letter, he seemed too normal and resigned. 
I shifted my gaze from my mother to the view outside. The fog had 

lifted, and altho11gh it was twilight, I could see the pasture and dimly make 

out the cows grazing or lying in the grass. Most of the herd was far in the 

distance, but on my side of the car, quite near the highway, one spotted 

cow and her calf traversed the field, the calf trotting alongside its mother, 

trying to keep up. 
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